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OVERVIEW 
• Tiny House Dimensions: 19’ X 9’ (exterior to exterior) 

• Ceiling Height: 6’-3” 

• Loft Height: 3’-8” 

• Sliding Glass Door: 5’-0” X 6’-0” 

• Back/Exit Door: 2’-9” X 6’-0” 

• Urban Chic Style 

 

The main goal of the Tiny House was to create an open, multi-purpose 
environment for a recent college-graduate student. Although it is small in size, it has 
a lot to offer. Designing elements within the home that created more multi-purpose 
options was the main concern for the client/s. I wanted to design a floor plan that 

was not only unique, but very functional as a whole. In order for this to take place, I 
kept the design very simplistic with intriguing architectural elements. I decided to 

mix things up by placing my design in the middle of the Tiny House; creating 
hallways and more cabinet space for the kitchen. I also went with the sliding glass 

window to create more lighting for such a small space. I didn’t want to place a built-
in ladder within my Tiny House; instead, I put in a regular ladder that acts as 
furniture that can be moved whenever and wherever for the client’s benefit. 



CONCEPTUAL BOARD 

Inspiration: Materials and Finishes: 



BUBBLE DIAGRAM #1 BUBBLE DIAGRAM #2 BUBBLE DIAGRAM #3 



BLOCK DIAGRAM #1 BLOCK DIAGRAM #2 BLOCK DIAGRAM #3 



LOOSE DIAGRAM #1 LOOSE DIAGRAM #2 LOOSE DIAGRAM #3 



REFINE LAYOUT #1 



REFINE LAYOUT #2 



REFINE LAYOUT #3 



LOOSE ELEVATION #1 LOOSE ELEVATION #2 



LOOSE ELEVATION #3 

LOOSE ELEVATION #4 



FINAL ELEVATION #1 FINAL ELEVATION #2 



FINAL ELEVATION #3 

FINAL ELEVATION #4 



LOOSE PERSPECTIVE #2 LOOSE PERSPECTIVE #1 



FINAL PERSPECTIVE #1 FINAL PERSPECTIVE #2 



STUDY MODEL #1 



STUDY MODEL #1 



STUDY MODEL #2 



STUDY MODEL #2 



FINAL MODEL 



FINAL MODEL 



FINAL MODEL 



SIDE NOTES 

• The ladder is moveable, as stated in the beginning. 

• The end tables break apart into three end tables. They turn into smaller bar stools. 

• On the counter with the sink, there is foldable table that comes out as a bar (shown in 

elevations). It can be opened for entertainment or closed for more living space. 

• There is a sink on top of the back of the toilet due to the space layout. 

• The 3’-0” of blank space to show the wall construction is by the front door. 

• There is a chalkboard wall underneath the upper cabinets in the kitchen to create a fun 

college feel to the home. 

• Recessed lighting is used in the loft and track lighting is used on the beams in the lower 

level. Exposed industrial pendant lighting is used over the bar area above the sink. 

• A planked back wall is used to draw your eyes into the Tiny House. 

• I did not remove any windows although I chose the sliding glass window due to the 

tight hallway space. I wanted to keep the home filled with natural light as much as 

possible. 


